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Election Returns,A~atds
Law Review Editors Chosen
Loftis Named Editor-in Chief

J6 Experts Spark Urban Conference
Ponels Convene· on Law Day
of society to pass them by.
Sixteen leaders in their reSEVERAL HUNDRED GW spective fields aired their views
LAW STUDENTS got a chance on the issueswhichstudentmemto sample some of the headbel'S of the Urban Conference
aches waiting for themascitlcommittees raised in. their rezen-lawyers when noted experts
ports.
The. student committee
in diverse' areas of current urmembers, themselves attended
ban 'affairs took the floor at the the discussions to challenge the
Urban Conference today. In a experts with questions and optn"four-ring circus-like" pres en- . ,ions which they had formulated
tation, the experts, ' assembled
in the six months of research
simultaneously into four separbeh1rrdeach report.
ate panels corresponding to the
The problems offederal-state,
Four Urban ·Conference Student' City-state, :mdcity-federal re~
Committees; ·.GWlaw professors
lations which have cropped up
served as moderators. They each with urban growthwere examined
covered
difl'erent problems,
by the panel. In the financial
which were chosen because of area the Heller proposal and
. their high degree of relevance . grants-in-aid
were reviewed.
and interest to future city law- Techniques of intergovernmental
yers who wish to take part in cooperation were also explained
solving the major problems now 'in the light of problems in mass
confronti~ city dwellers and ad- . transportation,
education and
ministrators, and who, ascitlpollution.
zens and members of the legal Civil Liberties and the Public
'profession do not want the rest
Order.
By Jerry Berger

NEW LAW REVIEW editors, (From left to
right) Jim· Loftis, Linda Singer, Don Holmes,
Bob Patton, Dick Kendall, and Carol Kelley.

~E~~Y~~~~
~r~g~~~?!4n

designated in March for the post N'y.
Bob PattonibIs the InewManaging
but due to ''Pressing family obed h' A B.
ligations" resigned last week. Editor. Bo recei v
IS.
Jim had been initially selected from Duke University in 1965.
ed iA
history major, he participat
n
as Notes Editor.
various college actiVltiesincludJim graduated from Washing- ing student government. His wife,
ton and .LeeUniversity in 1965 Jackie, is a teacher in the Arwith an A.B. in political science. lington County School. system.
While at W & L he was assisBob is a member .of Delta Theta
tant editor of . Aertel, an inde- Philegalfraternity.Hisinterests
pendent literary
magaztne, a run 'to international law, and he
member of the honorary literary is, considering the possibility of
society, assistant state chairman practicing in SOuthAmerica;
of Mock convention, an officer
The Articles and Books Editor
of Kappa Sigma Fraternity and -is Carol Kelley. Carol receiVed
an interfraternity council repre- her B.A. from Wellesley College
sentative. He was also a writer in 1965~ She was a finalist in the
and announcer on the W & L
freshman competition of the Van
radio station.
He has had a Vleck Case Club and she has also
variety of jobs including law
served as the club's secretary.
clerk for Cox, Langford & Brown, Carol was the 1967 Chairman of
migrant laborer, contracts prothe OUtstandingLaw student Accurement trainee, and clothing tivities Committee, which makes
salesman, ,He. is married. His
the award selection on-behalf of
wife is an economist for the
the SEA.
Communications Satellite Cor'
poration.
~'
.
Linda Singer, the Comments
Editor,
received herA.B. from
Dick Kendall and Rick Lane
(who' replaces Jim Loftis) are . Radcliffe in 1963, where she majored in history and graduated
the new No!es Editors. _
Phi Beta Kappa. Her husband is
Dick went to the 'University of an economics professor at the
Montana where he received a. University of Maryland; they have
B.A, in history. He was active two children. Linda is interested
in student government and inter- in civil rights, and is a member
fraternity. activities and was a of GW LSCRRC. She plans to
member of Phi Delta Theta social practice in Washington, D.C.
fraternity and Delta Theta Phi "
The other members .of the
history honorary society, He has
board
are:
clerked for Covington and BurResearch Editors - DonHolmes
ling. He is married. His wife
Marlene teaches
junior high (who replaces Rick Lane), Gordon Hatheway, Bob LewiS, Mary
school in Fairfax County.
Margaret Milner.
Research and .Business EdRick is a 1965 graduate of the
University of Virginia, where he itor - Henry Nickel
patent Research. Editor - Ken
earned a B,S, in commerce while
majoring in finance, While there Decker;
he served as president of his
production Editor - Art Smith.
fraternity, Phi Epsilon Pi, and
Technical Editor - HowardRoy.

Participat~
on the Conference panel on Civil Liberties and
the Public Order were David
Bress, United states DistrictAttorney.ror the District ofColumbia; Irvi~ Ferman, Chairman of
the WashingtonComplaintRev!e'v
Board;
Ralph Temple, Legal
Director of the National Capital
Area Chapter of the American
Civil Liberties Union; Bernard
Margolius, counsel for the Policeman's Association of the District of Columbia; and Pharnell
Longus,' a community organizer
for the United Planning Organization.
The panel focused on the role
of the civilian review board in
achieving better
police-community relations and how relations could be improved without
jeopardizing law enforcement or
the public welfare. It also dealt
with the Omnibus Crime Bill and .
the impact of recent Supreme
(Continued on page

7)
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'less he were to take 180 hours
As to replacing the LL.B. de-.
to .read each exam in the class.
gree with the Juris Doctor, pro":
Dean Kramer's position that each fessor Pock outlined the arguprofessor should hav.eautonomy ments for and agams
. t ,an d found
THE SBA Law School Evalua- in this sphere was not entirely . the balance weighing in favor of
tionCommittee'sforumlastweek
consistent with his defense of'
clarification of the sstatus of both
generated, such student and !ac- the current rule that a prores student and course of instruction
ulty. Interest that the one hO!Jr SOl', himself, cannot change a
as of graduate level. The Dean
. originally scheduled pro g ra m ,gra.de except for mathematical
allowed that such a change might
. Iasted through two atternoilns·.· miscomputatton,
Pro f e S SOl'
be possible.
The revolutionary aspect of Stu- Freedman noted that even if that
dentsopenlydiscussingtheir
particular rule were changed;
professor park's analysis of
legal education in terms ot.mak- the number .of changes would re- _ the' s u g ge s ted student course
ingformalrecommendationsto
main about thesame--only the
evaluation pointed out that the
.the faculty' and administration n u m bel' attributable to -mathvalue of such an institution would
was~ref1ected
in Professor ematical error" would be rebe directly proportional to the
Freedman's co mm e n t in ref- duced,
reliability of the questionnlLire.
erence to the law student Red
On the proposal that graduate used.. The considerations inGuard movement•.' Whatwas even courses in other departments volved include who designs, and
more revolutionary, however; of the university be allowed if conducts the poll and on whose
was the active participation in relevant to a particular field of educational goals the questions'
the forum of that very faculty specialization, Dean Kramer
'be formulated. other imponderand administration whose ed- suggested~ 2 credit hour lim- abIes are involved in the fact that
ucatiotial' philosophy Was being itation·later he suggested a 2 or its value to the faculty as afeedcriticized. Particularly signifi- 3 hOUr'limitation which Wasquite back of information (correlative
cant was De an ,Kramer's -skep- a concession since 2 hour grad- with student grades) requires
tic ally open-minded" appearance uate courses are rare outside the minimal publicity; its value to
in defense of th'e.status quo; .few departments of chemistry, anat- .students in choosing coUrses and
students have heard. him' speak . omy and ·pharmacology. on the professors, onthe other hand, rebefore this concerning the law other hand, the political Science, quires maximum publicity. The
school except in the most general Uistory and Economics depart- administration po sed ·noprobterms.
ments offer a number of six hour lems in that it· appeared to be
-sequential courses; thus such a uninterested in using such inThe high .point of the forum .. limitation wouldprobablyelimin- formation.
was the debate between Profes- . ate many, if not all, of the relThe problem of the importance
sors Freedman and PocK·onap- evant c ou l' s e s available and
therefore render the proposal of grades recurred constantly
pellate, review of exam grades,
(Contioue d on page 7)
Professor F re e d m a It favored nugatory.
such a procedure despite the obvious interpersonal -touchiness·
involved. His point was that as
grades are a serious matter, students, too, should be entitled to
-due process.· Professor Pock
disagreed on the grounds ofpracticality.He
stated that no professor .has sufficient familiarity
with the course as taught by the
professor involved to' properly
evaluate the papers appealed unBY G'All
ary ,

~n
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Hauser Awarded Ju'bright

Larry Hauser, a third-year'
law student fromNorwalk,Conn.,
has received a grant from the
FUlbright Committee and' the
Editor-in-Chief. '
•••••••••••••
Larry Elgin
Swiss
Government to study next
Managing Editor
•••••••••••••••
~.•Carole Wilson
year
at
the Graduate Law Faculty
Alumni Editor • • • • •• ••••••••••••••••
)dlkeJ.iesiitclCt
Business Editor • • • • • • • • •• • •• • .~••••••
walt SChlieman 1 . of the University of Geneva.
Sports Editor • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••
.-•• Bill Duross j' ' Hauser is a former president of
the GWInternational Law Society
Photo Editor • • • •• • ; ••••••••
' •••••••••
Tom McGarry',
and
is presently nationalsecreReporters •••• : ...... Gary Allen, Dave Davenport, ~oger Long
tary-treasurer of the Association
,
' Roger Parkhurst
of StUdent International Law So,Correspondents:
cieties.
Larry plans to take
Patent Law • • • • .....................AI
Potter
courses
in.
the University's In,Property Group • • ••••••
; ••••••••••
~ •• '.Ed Abbot
stitute des Etudes Europiennes,
Law Students Civil Rights Council ; • • •••• Bob Fitzpatrick
a specialist school in European
Law Wives • • • •.• • .' ••••••••••••••••••
Nancy Finan
economic integration in general
. Phi Alpha Delta • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Jty Wenzel
and the Common Market in parKappa Beta Pi • • ••••••••••••••••••
Barbara O'Leary
ticular. The courses will all be
Tennis Club • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••
Rod Johnston
conducted in French.
Larry,
Delta Theta Phi•••••••••••••••••••••
Dave Manoogian
who hopes to specialize in Common Market problems, believes
that an American-trained lawyer
who understands American corporate practice and policy and
also has an expertise in the
benefits conferred on non-members of the European Economic
through the thick pedantry of the
A few years ago Professor
"
Watson, in the Michigan Law Pharisees.
This schizophrenia
can be
Review, wrote about the dichotomY .between professors and cured. We are making a start
practitioners which afflicts the through group ~erapy, 1. stuBYRoger parkhurst
legal profession.
As a result dents being allowed to express
of some surveys he had done opinions and report events in this
on Apr1l17, the non. Sheldon
(he is a psychologist as well newspaper, form~rly a bland PR Cohen, Commissioner of Internal
as a lawyer), he had determined sheet for interest groups and Revenue, gave a lively address
tha~ the split 'was real. Hardly strongly in 'favor of Easter Seals; at a Phi Delta Phi luncheon
startling, but it is nice to have the Law School Evaluation Com- concerning .'the U. S. tax system.
scholarly verification of some- mittee which has let faculty and Mr. Cohen characterized com.thing we all nottce every time we Administration into the dialogue, plaints about our tax' system as
walk down the street to the office and; hopefully next year (this largely differences in perspecissue is a trial balloon), the news- ,tives, or points of view of the
of a practicing attorney.
This classic repressive schiz- paper will circulate to all alumni imperfect human beings who adophrenia has its roots in the and they as well will express
minster and are affected by the
womb, i.e.,law school, which can themselves in its columns.
system.
These points of View
But until the day comes when create problems' which' we as
often be a' spl1tting headache,
takes,
Here comes an endless stream of serious communication
lawyers should be able to handle.
place,
maturity
will
elude
the
GW
young people, after four years of
A big problem seems to be that
rebellmi-a:gainst parents .and all Law School andadolescent schizlawyers do not look at the system
other. authority figures while try-' ophrenia will remain. Communi- as a whole, but only from the
ing·simultaneously: to obtain a cation demands' serious partici-. narrow interests of their clients.
decent education. ..Finally· they pation.In the last few years we'
The Commissioner stated that
think the old umbilical is severed; have been fortunate enough to' our tax laws are designed as abthat they are emerging into the see student desire to participate
solutes, in which no equitable
l1ght of reason and maturity in replace apathy, and younger fajudgments should be made. It is
graduate school to be treated as culty members who are willing a system of laws not of men.
mature adults. But, alas, they to become involved in this procMaintaining such an orderly and
are plunged into the primitive .ess, egg the. students on. It is impersonal system is the hardest
maw of law school, a, dark chaos now the turn of the alumni as ex- part of the job of the Internal
who devours. her own offspring students and, (here is the key)
in the name of preparing the stu- the Administration. The formal
dent for the "real" world. It machiIiery now exists' in the
is a, darkness where the ad- paper, the Committee, and other
vances 'of science and scientific organizations but the Adminismethodology. are ignored in the tration must take the lead in
name of Hegelian abstractions promoting communication, and
and where the sun never shines we d~n't mean PRo

Editorial

e.,

community by the TreatY" of
Rome (instrument establishing
the Common Market), will be of

great value to American firms
operating or-wishing to operats
with Common Marke.t members.

Cohen, Talks Tax

'For College or 'Career

Dave Margolis
'22u..d,& G Sta., N.W. '
At George Washington
University

4523 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.,
At American University
Washington, D.C.

",

Dear Sir:
The .Law . School Evaluation
Committee was formed to remedy
a boring education.
A few times during our forums
.we lost sight of this goal. This
was especially true when discussing supplements to exam
grades and a review committee
for grades. We who were there
had the perspective of pigs wallowing in the mud. We avoided
problems, discomforts and extra
work easily enough, but who
among us looked to our goals,
La, , a healthy legal education.
The faculty complained that
supplementary exams would be
extra work; students af;reed. Who
said it wouldn't be work? The
Committee had said that this work
yrould make a better education.
Notice, in our effort to avoid
this burden, no one spoke of
papers or class participation -the lesser evils. We were much
too anxious to do away with all
unpleasantness.
What'was the' response to professor Freedman's proposal for
a grade reView committee? No
one .sald it wouldn't be goodfor
the law school. NO, many said
it would be extra work; it would
have problems. Few of us even
thought how to resolve these
problems; We were too"anxious
to be rid of unpleasantness.
I may speak "for no one but
myself when I say I will not be"
swayed by problems until the
possible is made impossible. To
avoid problems is to get nowhere.

founders' Day
Banquet To
Be Oct.'~2'l
With the appointment OfNewell
W. Elllson, '21, and the Honorable Oliver Gas c h, '32,' as
honorary co - chairmen of the
Annual Fotinder~' Day Banquet
Committee, land,the appointment
of Michael P. Bentzen, '64 as
, Chairman of the Committee, the
second Annual Founders' Day
Banquet plans have gotten under
way. The Banquet will be held
. at the Mayflower Hotel on saturday, October 21, 1967.Alumni all
across the country should make
note of this date and if their
travels should bring them in or
near the vicinity of. washiniton
D. C., a special effort should be
made to attend this very special
and significant event. Details of
program and other items of interest in connection with The
Founders' Day. Banquet will be
announced as th~y becomeavatlable. ..

,

Law Wives To Recieve
P.H. T.!s and Tour FBI
once again Law Wives will
have an opportunity to tour the
FBI Building, May 2,atl:00P.M.
It is hoped that Mr. Hoover will
find time to speak to the group.
For further details, call Heidi
Baskin (931-5855).
The PHT Luncheon on May 13,
at 12:30 PM. at the Lazy SUsan
Inn, Woodbridge, Virginia, will
conclude the year's actiVities.
PHT (Putting Hubby Through)
Awar~s\wIll be given to the
follo~ng'elub members:
Shane Anderson, Heidi' BaSkin, Chica Brunsvold, Kare n
Campbell, SUsan Greene, Patti
patti Holcomb, Marty Hoover,
SUe Hughes and SUzanne Kagan.
Also Kay Luna Carol MCGraw,
Carol McGraw, Darelyn Peterson, Katherine Rensin,CarolRudolph, pat Sayko, patricia Herrick, EVelyn uthus and Robin
Voet.
.
The cost is $2.35. All former

I

Larry Alderstein',
Chairman, SBA'
Law SChoolEvaluation'
Committee

Amicus Announces
New Editors
carole Winston Wilson will be
Editor-in-Chief of next year's
Amicus.
Working
with her
closely will be Mike Resnick, who
will serve as Managing Editor and
Alumni Editor. Walt schlieman
and Bill DuRoss 'will continue in
their capacities as Busines's Editer and Sp 0 r t s Editor respectively.
Carole, who 'is married to a
third-year GW law student, has'
bee involved in many law school
activities. This year she served
as Managing Editor of Amicus,
Chairman of the urban Conference Committee on CiVil Liberties and the Public Order, on the
Executive Council of the Law

,ltfJe,r
r". ,tbe EtI;to,~

Law Wives are cordially Invtted,
Please make' reservations no
later than May 10, with Pat Sayko
(354-8690) or Penny Mylius (2484985).

..

Complete Automated Duplicating
and: Mailing Facilities
QUICK SERVICE

Ex-Spero-lie

PHONE F~R ESTIMATES

Service, Inc.

820 20th Street, N.W.

Phone 333-~40o--for Pickup and Delivery

ALUMNI SECTION
May, 1967

To The Alumni:
Tlle Amicus Curiae takes gr-eat
pie a sur e in introducing - the.
alumni section. .It _is our hope
that through the continuation of
this section that the studentalumni bond can grow even closer
than it has been in the past.
Many alumni have expressed
an interest in broadening the
scope of your communication with
the law school and each other.
We leel future publication or an
alumni section by the Amicus is
the best way for you to know,
what the school is doing and
how you can participate in its
growth and direction.
As a . student pUblication, the Amicus
is best equipped to reflect· the
pulse of George Washington.
Since the student body does not
receive such alumni publications
as the Newsletter, the Amicus
can provide the necessary outlet
to' fulfill their need to know what
you are doing, In addition, the
students can learn more about
the selection of a career pattern
by reading about your expertences,
And, as you can well
remember, this is onenecessary
function that is vitally needed an.d
sorely missed at our school.
Plans to make this section a
permanent feature of the Amicus
are still on the drawing board.
The cost of pUblishing twice as
many pages for anadd1t1onalnine
thousand subscribers who live
across the nation is considerable.
If we are to go ahead with our
plans for next year, we will need
a favorable response from you.
In addition, if you wish to
submit an article that would be
of mutual interest to the alumni
and the student body, we would
appreciate your· contribution.

AMICUS CURIAE

Alumni Issue

Texas Alumni
AtBar Meeting

This iss u e of the Amicus
Curiae is being published andE;xecutlve
Commltteemember,
distributed to all the Law Alumni Ethan stroud, '56, of Dallas,
through th~ cooperation of the Texas, has announced that the
George Washington Law Associa- Texas Alumni of the The George
tion and the Student Bar Associa- Washington Law School will meet ,
ttori, It has been customary dur- during the state Bar Meeting.in
ing the. past two years for the .nanas, Texas. A Breakfast has
Law Association to distribute been scheduled for Friday mornone or two issues of the Amicus Ing, July 7th,atthestatlerHUton.
Curiae to all Law Alumni.
William L-.,Keller, '53 of Dallas,
Texas and Richard L. Brown '54
Contributions are being made of Fort wortli h!l-ve been desigto this issue of the Amicus Curiae nated co-chairmen
of the Host
from the Law Alumni Office. Committee for this affair. Local,
Some of- the material that would~ Host Committee Chairmen have
ordinarily appear in the Law also been appointed for San AnAlumni News will appear in this tonto and Houston. San Antonio
issue instead.
Chairman is Sig Swenson, '65,
who was Chairman of the Breakfast in San Antonio last year
It has been proposed by the
during the State Bar Meeting,
Amicus Curiae to have a -Law and thHoustonChairmanis
B. R.
Alumni sectton in each issue of
Amicus Curiae and that the Law Pravel, 'JD, '51. Each of these
chairman will be assisted by local
Alumnt Office undertake to dismembers of the Law Association
tribute each issue of Amicus acting as local hosts for the
Curiae to all Law Alurnnt,
If meeting. Glen A. Wilkinson, JD,
this is done there will be a re'38, President of the .Law Asduction in the number of issues of
sociation, will be in attendance
the Law Alumni News distributed
during a year, however', the Law at this meeting, and will be the
,feature of.the program providing
Alumni News will not be elimireports 01' activities in the Law
nated. It would appear about twice School and in the Law Association
a year if this plan is adopted. All Mr. Wilkinson will be accomLaw Alumni are being asked to panied by Clifford A. Dougherty,
indicate by returning the coupon
'64, Director of Law ' Alumni
appearing below their preference
'
Relations, who will represent the
in this matter.
Law School

PAGE 3
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Annual Support Program_
Launched in D.C.
Approximately 100 interested
in Law School Annual giving.
Law Alumni in the Washington,'
A few bouquets were thrown in
D.C. area gathered at the Nareferring to the significant actional Lawyers Club for dinner
complishments of the past year
on Monday evening, February20,
with over 1,000 donors for a total
1967. Present for the dinner was
of over $50,000. In setting forth
the newly appointed
National
the goal of 2,000 donors with a
Chairman, Ethan Stroud; '56, of total of $75,000 in contributions
Dallas, Texas. Theseriousbusi·for this year, Mr. Stroud exness of the' evening was preceded
pressed full confidence that we
by a congenial social hour and would be able to meet this goal
a delicious dinner.
Although with little difficulty.
This inthese preliminary activities procrease in giving is absolutely
duced a full measure of good essential to meet the rising costs
fellowship and opportunity to.reof providing class room instrucnew valued friendships and astion and to provide for additional
sociations the serious purpose of services which the completion of
-the gathering was never relegated
the new Law Library will require.
to a secondary roll. From the b ginni
th
t
d
very e
ng
e grea nee S
Glen A. Wilkinso·n, '38, acted
f th e L aw Sc h00I f or i ncreas ed as 'toastmaster for the .evenin"'·,
0
finan ial
rtf
th' Al
i
..
c
suppo rom e umn
Dean .Robert Kramer, gave
was uppermost in the minds of short
report on the current
th e par ti c i pan t sane d th woe
h 1
acttvtties and projectaorfnterest
mee tin g f ocuse d on ways an d _in the Law School and the Namea ns 0f br in ging a b out a more
tional -Law cente",'
Chairman
ff ti
d hi h
I 1 f
•.
e ec ve an
g er eve 0
Eth,an Stroud
gave a very
t - i ti
th
.t f
par ic pa on on
e
par 0
thoughtful· presentation whtchwas
t
b
t L
Al ni grea er num er 0
aw um
an inspiration to all present and
in the .Annual Support Program.
provided the motivation for a
. E ac hindi v idua 1 wh 0 a tt end e d th e vigorous
campaign., Similar,
meetin g t 00.k it upon hi mse lf t 0 meetings are expected to be held
a c t as a "k ey man,,,' i n th e cam- at key locations througho'ut the
pa i gn t 0 -produce a la'rger re t urn country
during the next few
than bas hereto lore beenattain·ed
'.
..
'months.

a

Alumni Meet At
N.Y. Bar MeetingLaw Alumni of the Ne:wYork New England area gathered at
the New York Hilton Hotel for a
luncheon meeting on Friday, January 27,1967 during the New York
state Bar Meeting. Law Associa-:.
tion EXecutive Committee Member Milton E. Mermelstein, '31,
was Chairman of the Luncheon
Meeting and. acted as· Master of'
Ceremonies.
APproximately 65
Law Alumni from the Ne,?/York

and adjacent New E!1g1andarea
attended the Luncheon. A large
Articles may be submitted to:
percentage of the group was at':'
tending the vari.ous sessionofthe
New York State Bar but a number
of residents of New York who
AMICUS CURIAE
were not in attendance at the Bar
,c/o Mike Resnick
Meeting came in to have lunch
720 20th. Street
with their alumni friends.
Washington, D.C.
~Tbe President of The George
washington Law M;sociation,
Alumni Ed.
Glen A. Wilkinson, '38, was called
upon to give a short report of the
activities of the Law AssoCiation
and recent 'happenings at the
George Washington· University
Law School. Warren GOUld,Vice
president for Resources repreMilton E. Mermelstein, ,31, (standing) has a broad
sented the University Adminisi:ration, while the Director of smile as he begins to speak acknowledging the
Law Alumni Relations; Clifford presentation
of the facsimile of the donors plate
A. DoughertY,'64,
represented
which will be mounted in a Student Lounge to be
the Law School.
named in his honor for his generous gift to the
A feature ofUie program was
the announcement of the appoint-- Law Library Building Fund. Mr. Mermelstein is.
flanked by Glen A. Wilkinson, 'JD ' 38 , (left)
ment of Milton E. Mermelstein
as' the· Chairman ,of the Special President
of The George Washington University
Gifts Committee for -the Law Law Association and Clifford A. Dougherty, '64,
Llbrary Building Fund Campaign.
Director of Law Alumni Relations.
The occasion was also used to
acknowledge the generous~ft
which Mr. Mermelstein hiltlself
Clifford A. DOugherty, Director
had given to the Law Library
of Law Alumni Relations
building fund in recognition of
Rm. 103, Bacon Hall
which 9/ student Lounge will be
2000 H st., N.W.
named in his honor. A facsimile
Washington, D.C.
of the plaque which will be mounDistinguished Alumni attend the Annual Support ted in the lounge and on which his
I feel that having Alumni articles
Kick Off Dinner from (left to right) The Honorable name will be enscribed was pre'appear in the Amicus Curiae is a
L. Jackson Embrey, '49 Judge, County -Court, sented to Mr. Mermelstein during
good idea. .
Yes
No
Arlington County, President 'of the General Alumni the luncheon. The plaque conI
I prefer to receive more issues'
Association' The Honorable Joe L. Evins Con- sisted of a replica of the Bronze
of the Law Alumni Newsletter,
,
.,.
"
Plate which will be affixed to the
instead of receiving
Amicus',
gressman
4th District of Tennessee; Glen A. wall of the room
Curiae.
Yes
No'
Wilkinson, ID '38, President of The George WashA great deal of interest and enName
1I
ington Law Association; Vice Admiral O.S. Col- thusiasm was expressed by all
cough, '35; Professor Emeritus and Dean of Facul- ' the Law Alumni in attendance for
I
I
ties Emeritus The George Washington University;
the recent activities ofnoteinth~
,
Ethan Stroud '56 Chairman Annual Support ProLaw SChool and the excellent pro- I Address
,
.'
'
'gress
being madeintheconstruc,
I
~r~;
Robert "Kramer, Dean of the Law School. tion of the New Law Library • .1-------_
.....
_---------------!

----------------~-------------'
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Law, Association Exec
-C om mittee Meets
The second annual mid-winter 'and plans for the one to be held
meeting ofthe George washington this coming October: a discussion
Law Association executive com- of a will and bequestprogram to
mittee was called to order by be developed-within the Law Aspresident Glen A. Wilkinson, at sociation for the benefit of. the
10:00 a.m, on March 17, 1967 at Law SChooland the university as
the National Lawyers Club, in a whole: the appointment of a
washington, D.C. This meeting committee to stu d y proposed
- was the second to which all changes in the Constitution of
members of the Executive Com- the Law Association: and the
mittee, including those residing appointment of a nominating comoutside the Washington, D.C. mittee. '
Following the business session
area, were invited to attend.
the
members of the Executive
The meeting was conducted in
.two parts: the morning session Committee returned to the Law
presided over by President Glen School to attend the Law School
class of their choice. This ac.Wilkinson 'JD '38 of the Law
tivity
was followed by a luncheon
Association was devoted to the
at the National Lawyers Club at
Law Alumni business: the afterwhich the Chairman of the Board
noon session was
chaired
of
Trustees and all Lawyer memby Dean Robert Kramer of the
bers
of the Board of Trustees
Law School and was devoted to
were
invited. In addition, repResources Planning Activities,
the Executive Committee of the resentative members of the Law
Law Association in this case School Faculty were invited to
assuming a different role than attend this luncheon with parmembers of the policy and gov- ticular requests going to the
erning body of the Law Alumni members of the panel discussion
group which would present the
Organization itself. In the resources planning session the program during their resources
members of the Executive Com- and planning, session. The Re-'
mittee assumed the role of ad- sources and Planning session
visors and evaluators for the presented by Dean Robert Krapurpose of providing the Dean mer, of the National LawCenter,
and the Faculty of the LawSchool Associate Dean Edward A. potts,
concerned itself with a review of
with practical advice and recommendations gained from ex- the functions of the Resources
perience in conducting a Law and Planning commtttee» post
graduate 'Pd contmutng educapractice.
tion: student assista~ce through
During the morning business scholarship funds and' student
session, members of the Execu- assistance through the student
tive Committee heard a report loan fund. These problems were
on the Annual .Meeting of the Law considered by Dean Kramer to
Association in Montreal, Canada, be the most pressing problems
on August 10, 1966, and reviewed of the National Law Center, and
the minutes of that meeting. It due to their complexity, although
also heard a report from the considerable discussion did occommittee appointed to study the cur in connection with each topic,
size of the Executive Committee it was found that no definitive
and the districting of the United recommendations could be made
states for the purpose of electing without further study. It was the
representative members of the consensus of the group that furExecutive Committee of the Law ther study should take place and
Association. Associated withthis recommendations should be made
report was a report onthe method by the time the Annual Meeting is
of voting for the members of the convened in Honolulu, on August
Executive Committee and offi- 9th.
cers of the Law Association. No
definitive action was taken on
Planning Conference
either of these items, but committees were appointed to conThe following members of the
tinue studies now in progress
George Washington University
and to make a further report
Law Association were in attendat the Annual Meeting in Hono- ance for the Business Meeting
lulu, Hawaii, in August of this and the Resources Planning Conyear.
ference:
presic;lent, GlenA. Wilkinson,
A report was received, on the
Law Association membership JD '38 Washington, D~C.
Third Vice president, Philip
progress and the Annual SUpport
program for this year, this was F. Herrick '33, washington, D.C.
Michael P. Bentzen, '64, Washgiven by Vice-president of Resources Warren Gouldofthe Uni- ington, D.C.:
versity. He was followed by Ralph
Bishop, Resident Consultant for
Resources, who gave a. report
on the progress of the National
Law Center, Library Building
Fund. It was gratifying to note
that a substantial amount of progress was beillg made in securing
pledges for each of these campaigns,
and members of the
Executive Committee addressed
themselves to a disucssion of
ways and means of improving the
financial posture of the Law
School and of motivating alumni
and friends to provide a higher
level of financial support, both
for the Annual Program and the
Capital Funds program which at
the present time is concerned
with the building of the Law
Library.
Other reports heard during the
balance of the business session
consisted of Alumni Activities
outside the Washington area: a
report on the Founders Day Banquet which was held last october

Henry A. Berliner, Jr., '64,
Washington, D.C.; Alvin Capp,
'63, Fort Lauderdale, Florida:
Philip A. Gragan, '59, Washington, D.C.: C. Timothy Hopkins,
'63, Idaho Falls, Idaho: Joseph
D. Hughes, '34, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Milton E. Mermelstein,
'31, New York, New York; Betty
Ann Thompson, '48, Arlington,
Virginia: William C. Thornton,
"61, Reno, Nevada: Kirby L.
Turnage, Jr., '64, Atlanta,Georgta; Samuel J. L'Hommedieu,
Jr., '51, washington, D.C.; Clifford A. Dougherty, '64, Washington, D.C., Director of LawAlumni Relations.
Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott, president
of the George Washington University appeared before the group
at the Luncheon and welcomed
all participants on behalf of the
University. The Chairman ofthe
Board of Trustees, E. K. Morris
also had a few remarks for the
attendees during the luncheon
program.

Attending the Luncheon at the National Lawyers Club for members of the
Law Association Executive Committee participating in the Mid-Year meeting
of the Law Association Executive Committee (from left to right) Glen A.
Wilkinson, '38, President of the George Washington Law Association; E. K.
Morris, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, The George Washington University; KatsugoMiho, '53, Member of the Executive Committee of the George
Washington Law Association and Host Committee Chairman for the Annual
Meeting and Luncheon in Honolulu, Hawaii; Mortimer Caplin, part-time
faculty member of the George Washington Law School, member of the Board
of Trustees of The George Washington University, Tax- Attorney in the City
of Washington, D. C., former Director Internal Revenue Service.

Library Endowment
The first endowment fund for
the Library to be established
in some two generations was
founded by Professor ot Law
Emeritus James Oliver Murdock,
and was added to with another
significant gift by him. Designated «The International and Foreign Law Acquisitions Endowment Fund- for the Law Center
Library, this endowment now totals some $11,325, representing
the proceeds from the sale of
stock given by Prof. Murdock
to the University. The principal
is invested and the income used
for the purchase of books and
other research materials in the
international and foreign (comparative) law fields. The fund
is open to donations from any
interested persons, groups, foundations, corporations, or others.
Prof. Murdock expressed the desire that the fund he founded not
bear his name, and that others
also feel free to donate to it.
Mr. Murdock taught in the
George Washington University
Law School from 1930 to 1958,
specializing in international law.
He held several responsible positions with' the State Department
and other agencies, and was particularly concerned with international arbitration and conciliation, on which he became a leading authority. His generosity to
this University is reflected in
numerous book gifts he has made
in the past to the Law Library.
Mr. Murdock continues to reside
in Washington, and displays a
keen interest in the Law Center
and Law Library expansion program. The fund he has established will prove a very material
help in the growth of the collections in these important areas
of study and research.
The only previous endowment
for the Law Library was founded
many years ago by Prof. William
A. Maury, for whom the library
was named by faculty resolution
during the 1920's. The fund was
exhausted by about 1933, and
thereafter the Law Library depended on regular Universityappropriations, gifts of books, and
occasional cash gifts in small

Alumni In
The News

amounts, for its growth, until the
year 1964 saw the founding ofthe
James C. Sapienza Memorial
The appointment of Eugene F.
Book Fund.
Rowan, '49, to the position ofadMr. John T. Sapienza . estabministrative director of Plans for
'lished a memorial book fund for
Progress was recently announced
the Law Library in memory of
by Vice President Humphrey. His
his father, Mr. James C.Sapien- responsibilities
will inc Iud e
za, Mr. 'John Sapienza is a mem- working with 349 member firms
ber of the law firm of Covington
to establish equal employment
& Burling, and has taught a gradopportunities for members of
uate seminar in Taxation in the
minority groups in the nation's
National Law Center. The fund major corporations. The Federal
he established has been augmentgovernment <'borrowed"
Mr.
ed by further gifts from the foundRowan from J.e. Peiiny Co. where
er, from his wife, and from their
he is a personnel relations manadaughter and son-in-law (Mr. and
ger. Mr. Rowan lias been seated
Mrs. William S. Burgett of Noron the Plans for. Progress Adman, Okla.),
Also, significant
visory Council as an advisor
gifts have been received for this
since the Plans for Progress
fund from two other members
program was founded four years
of the Covington & Burling firm
ago. Mr. Rowan lives with his
who have also taught in the Law
wife and three children in RockCenter, Mr. Joel Barlo.v and
ville Centre, N.Y.
Mr, Weaver W. Dunnan. Total
gifts to this fund until this year
Frank Reifsnyder, '46, was
amounted to some $3,309.00, in- .elected to the post of Chairmancluding a gift from Judge and Elect of the Section of Judicial
Mrs. Maurice Sapienza of Mil- Administration in Montreal. He
waukee, Wis.
has been Secretary of the Section
The donors place no restricfor the last eleven years. While
tions on the use of the James C. at law school Mr. Reifsnyder
Sapienza Memorial Book Fund, served successively as deputy
and it has been applied in the clerk of the United States Disgeneral enrichment of the law trict Court for the District of
library collections, with a sig- Columbia, as secretary to United
nificant amount going to the build. States District Judge T. Alan
ing up of the Circulating Collec- Goldsbrough and as law clerk
tion for student borrowing. Per- to Chief United States District
haps three-quarters
of the do- Judge Bolitha J. Laws.
nated amount has been spent. A
After graduation, Mr. Reifsnyspecial bookplate was designed der became an Assistant United
and printed for books purchased States District Attorney and in
from this fund. TheLawLibrary
1959 he entered private pracand its users are very grateful tice with the Washington firm
for the generosity of these donors. of Hogan & Hartson.
The Lawyers' Wives Club "of
Mr. Reifsnyder has been a
D.C. presented
a check for key figure in D.C. bar activities
$100.00 to the Law Library, and for many years. Currently he is
this fund has been used in several 'serving as Trustee of the D.C.
book purchases and instartingan
Legal Aid Agency.
oil and gas looseleaf service
subscription.
other monetary
donations include a check from
Alice L. O'Donnell secretary
Mrs. Agnes M. Gibbons and Mr. to Supreme Court Justice Tom C.
Dale Berndt in memory of the Clark and assistant secretary to
late Mr. Robert Gibbons, an the Section of Judicial Adminisalumnus; and a gift from Mr. tration was elected to Mr. Reifand Mrs. Robert J. Kaschak in snyder's former position at the
memory of a friend of Mr. Kas- Section's annual meeting in Monchak, Mr. Bernard Allen.
treal.
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Kick Off for fund Drive
for Library In Reno
Law
AlumnI from Nevada
and CalIfornia gathered In Reno
for a banquet program on Saturday evening, February 18, 1967,
at the famous Trader VIc's Restaurant In. Sparks, Nevada. The
purpose of this gathering was
to honor Eddie LeBarron~ '59,
who had just accepted appointment as the Fund DrIve Chairman for the General
AlumnI
solIcItation for the Law LIbrary Building Fund. Although
a:" sudden illness prevented the
guest of honor from attending
the banquet andprogram,Itnever
the less was staged as scheduled and the enthusiasm and interest of the particIpants In the
forthcoming fund drIve campaign,
designed to raise the balance of
the money requIred to finance
the building of the Law School
LIbrary, soon overcame
the
great dIsappointment
expertenced as a result of the guest
of honor's untimely illness and
Inability to appear.
The gathering served a twofold purpose; not only to provIde the proper setting and background to launch a determined
vigorous campaign but also proVided an opportunity for the Law
AssocIation and the Law School

to recognize and pay tribute to
devoted, energetic, and enthusiastic supporters of the Law
School. Although the number of
Law Alumni In Nevada Is not
great, the enthusiasm and determination of this group is unequaled In any other part of the
country. ThUS, there was probably no location where a more
impressive send-off could have
been staged than In the colorful
. surroundings of the Trader VIc's
Restaurant In Sparks, Nevada.
CertaInly with the enthusiastic
support evidenced by the attendees at this banquet, EddIe
LeBarron'will have the resources
on whlch he . can rely to conduct
a sustained campaign.
The representatives
from the
Law School, the University and
the Law Association attending
the meeting from Washington,
D.C., Included Associate Dean
Edward . A. Potts, of the -Law
School, Glen A. W 11kIn son,
President of the George WashIngton Law Association, Ralph
BIshop, Resident Consultant for
Resources, who has had the responsib1lity for planning the Law
Library Building Fund Campaign,
and ClIfford A. Dougherty, Director of Law Alumni Relations.

At the kick-off dinner honoring Eddie LeBarron,
'59, Chairman of the General Alumni Fund Drive
for the Law Library a distinguished member of
the Nevada judiciary was present.
Mr. Justice
Jon Collins of the Nevada Supreme Court (left)
chats with Law Association Executive Committee
member, William C. Thornton, '66, of Reno)Nevada,
(center) and Associate Dean Edward A. Potts, '52,
of the Law School.

Law Students Make All Leagues
GOrdan Kaplan, Ray Hunter,
and Bill Banta were recently
named to the GWUAll-League Basketball Team. steve Korchek,
GW's varsity baseball coach and
intramural director, announced
the selections in a press release.
Those selected were picked on
the basis of careful scrutiny
during the season by members
of the intramural staff.
Gordan
Kaplan virtually
carried the Law School Team to
a winning season in the rugged
"A League" competition. GOrdon
consistently scored in the double
figures despite constant defensive pressure by opponents.
Ray Hunter, a first - year student, led Delta Theta Phi to the
top of the" A League" standings.
Ray directed a well - balanced
scoring attack and with his strong
rebounding gam e contributed
mightily to the DTP cause.

Bill Ban t a,
the "Peoria
Flash' ,
uti Ii zed his highscoring techniques to lead the
Sin Qua Non's to the "B League" finals. "Bullet Bill" refused to be intimidated by opponents who sometimes put.three
or four men on him, and ended
the season with a 15- point average.
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Fla. Law Assoc. Meets
Next Meeting June ~4

Gifts To Library

Student participation in the National Law Center Library campaign got under way on March 15,
The Florida Law Association
with the present student bodyengathered for a meeting and social
couraged to make class gifts
evening at the home of Walter
which may be given In cash, or
E. Dence, President, In Coral
in payments during the years in Gables, FlorIda, on Saturday evelaw school. All student gifts will
ning, February 25, 1967. Apbe credited to their respectiveproxrmately 65 Alumni, wives
classes and the total of each class
and guests attended this getmay be earmarked for a study together. In addition to the memcarrell, a readIng table or a de- bers of the Florida Law Associasignated unit In keeping with the tion, who were principally from
amount raised.'
Miami and the immediately surAlready s eve r a 1 gifts and rounding area, there were reppledges have been received In resentatives in attendance from
response to a folder mailed to
the Florida Law Association, who
every law student. It is hoped
were
principally from Miami and
that all seniors who wish to add
their names to the roster of gifts the' immediately.surrounding
by the class of 1967 will return area, there were representathe
the SUbscription card with the tives In attendance from
intended amount o.~their gift, so George Washington University
it can be announced before Law School and the Law Association. Associate Dean Edward
classes are over for this ssmester,
All classes are urged to A. Potts, and Director of Law
participate as well, but it is rec- Alumni Relations, ClIfford A.
ognized that first-year and second-year law students will have
additional time to return their
cards.
Blanks are available In the
Campaign office, Room 103Bacon
hall, or may be had at the Law
School office.

sfty,

No formal business meeting
was held during this gathering,
as the main purpose was to
provide an opportunIty for the
members of the Florida Law
Association to get better ac- .
quainted with each other, and
to provide an opportunity for
good fellowship and enjoyment.

ForeJ
Under the leadership of Dick
Meirowitz, a totally unprecedented program for golfing enthusiasts has been established
at the Law School.
Dick is a
former varsity gplfer at the University of Vermont. His efforts
have been directed toward setting
up a tournament which will provide law school golfers with the
opportunity to improve their
At the Florida Law Association Meeting in Miami
game and meet new acquainton February 25, 1967, (from left to right) Alvin
ances, while not requiring too
Capp, '64, member of the Executive Committee of
great a time sacrifice.
Play
the
Law Association; Clifford A. Dougherty, '64,
covering a total of 72 holes in
Director
of Law Alumni Relations; Mrs. Alvin Capp;
4 separate, 18- hole rounds will
constitute eligibility. Scoring will S. Bye Reeder, Jr., '39, Secretary of the Florida
be determined by medal play.
Law Association, Miami; Walter E. Dence, '38,
When all scores have been comPresident of the Florida Law Association, Miami.
puted the four lowest participants
will playoff to determine the
During the course of the evening, at the conclusion of this article
law school champion. However ,if
however, it was decided that the which should be filled out intime intervenes to prevent a
Florida Law AssocIation should dicating whether or not you Intend
playoff the lowest score on the
have its next meeting during the to attend the Florida Bar Meet4, separate 18 holes will be
Florida State Bar Meeting at the ing and the Breakfast.
This
used to establish a champion.
Fountainbleau Hotel, on June 24, coupon should be returned to
If participants
are prevented
1967. . Accordingly,
arrangeWalter E. Dence, in Miami at
. from playing all 4 matches, the
ments have been made for a your earliest convenience.
scores on those completed will Breakfast Meeting at the FountIt should be emphasized that
be used.
ainbleau Hotel, on Saturday
it
is not necessary to be In atMatches will be played on the
morning, June the 24th. The de- tendance at the Forida State Bar
Hains Point golf courses f'B"
tailed
announcement
w111be
and uD". Score. cards are to be forthcomIng in a letter from. the Meeting in order to participate
in the Breakfast, nor it is necessubmitted to the law school office
Florida Law AssocIation Presisary that you be a member of the
as a verification procedure. The
dent Walter E. Dence, of Miami, Florida State Bar.
All Law
four rounds should be completed
Florida.
In the meantime it
by May 14. A law school golf would be helpful for planning Alumni who are in the vicinity
of .Miami; whether a FlorIda
trophy will be awarded the winner
purposes to get an idea of the
in a fitting conclusion to the number of Florida Law Alumni resident or not, are cordially
invited to attend this breakfast
Spring golf season.
who will be attending the Florida
meeting and join the fun and
A large number of students
State Bar Meeting and who will fellowshIp
which w111be ashave expressed interest and en- plan toattend the Breakfast Meetsociated with it.
thusiasm should mount as the Ing,
A coupon is being placed
weather improves. A leading contender is Dick Ham, a first- year
student who played for GW in
matches last spring.
TO: Walter E. Dence,
Althought Dick Meirowitz is
President of the Florida Law Association
graduating in June, he hopes to
find sufficient participation and
Btscayne Bldg.
someone willing to take hisplace
19 West Flagler. St.
so that a Fa 11 tournament will
Miami, Florida 33130
be possible.

I will attend the Breakfast" Meeting.

Assistant Atty. Gen. Speaks

I will not attend the Breakfast Meeting on
June 24, 1967 at the Fountainbleau Hotel.

I

The Honorable H. Barefoot
Sanders, Assistant Attorney General of the United States, issued
a challenge to the legal profession In an address at Delta
Theta Phi's Founders.' Day ceremonies.
Mr. Sanders sald at no other
time has the legal profession
accomplished so much In expandIng the law and yet had so great

Dougherty, represented the Law
School while Glen A. Wilkinson,
.newly elected President of The
George WashIngton Law Association represented the Law Association.
. OUt of town guests who attended the function Included the
Honorable Godfrey L. Munter,
member of The George Wash-'
Ington University Board of Trustees of WashIngton, D.C. and
Harry F. Duncan of SUver Spring,
Maryland, a very good friend of
The George Washington Univer-

a challenge ahead of it.
The
challenge Is balancing the rights
of the indivIdual against the rIghts
of society.
For Mr. Sanders, the area of
minoritt rights provided an excellent instance of how past progress,
rap i d 1y accomplished,
could mislead the legal profession Into underestimating the
magnitude of the challenge ahead,

..

NAME__

--.;.

ADDRESS

._---_ .._---------

_

J
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11 Students
41 Students Make Outstanding
Receive Awards Order of Coif
Students
Forty-one students have been
recognition of service to the elected to the GW chapter of the
Named
Law School and the student Bar order of the Coif, a national
In

honor society with chapters in
over forty law schools. Members
are selected each year from the
highest-ranking 10 percentofthe
graduating class of the La w
With the activity(s) for which School.
they received the award, they are:
The students are as follows:
David A. Anderson, Joan E. BaLarry Adlerstein - Chairman,
Law School Evaluation Commit- ker, Peter L. Berger, Gilbert
'tee.
D. Bloom, Brian G. Brunsvold,
John M. Cochran, In, and Joseph
Ge 0 r g e Bruno - Legal Aid W. Cooks.
Society...
Also Donald G. Daus,Sara-Ann
Larry Hauser - International Determan, Jack G. Dranttel,
Law Society.
James N. Dresser Norman C.
Dan Hurley _ Legal AidSociety Dyer, William H. Fitz, Robert Band SBA Constitution8.1Revision Fitzpatrick, Joseph Clifton FlemCommittee
ing, Jr., Robert N. Ford and
Henry B. Frazier, m.
Carol Kelley - Law Reviewand
Also Edward W. Goldstein,
Chairman, outstanding Law stu- John C. Gray, Stuart D. Halpert,
dent Selection Committee.
Gilbert L. Jacox, Kim L. Jordan,
Robert K. Pirragl1a - Chair- Gez:ald B. Kagan, Michael Kimman, Urban Conference.
mel, stephen W. Kraus, Sheldon
Al potter _ Chairman, Barris- I. Landsman, Ivan 1. Light and
ter's Ball Committee.
John P. Meyerholz.
Also David C. Nevins, Richard
Tom Seeman - Editor of Law J.. Ney, Neil E. Roberts, Rita R.
School Directory.
Rosenkrantz, Leonard J. Santisi,
Hulen Selman _ Chairman, Andrew F. Sayko, .rr., Lenore
SBA Picnic Committee and Work . SChreiber, Edward W. Somers,
on the American Law students Jean G: Taylor, Dale H. Thiel,
Association _ sponsored reso- Charles S. Walsh, Gerald R.
lution in support of SenaWoods and Eric V. Youngqufst.
tor Ribicoff's educational tax
Selected as honorary members
credit bill.
of the GWchapter were the Hon.
Ramsey Clark,
United states
Jim stein and Larry Thomas .Attorney General, and profes- Co - Chairmen of the Court sors Irving Kayton and James
Tours commrttee.
starrs.
Association, eleven law students
were a war d e d SBA service
Awards at the Law DayLuncheon
today at the Gramercy Inn.

Gilroy Elected
S8A President;
Reform Alliance
Wins 10 0112

Rod Johnston and Jim Penrod
were named co-recipients of the.
Dick Gilroy, Reform Alliance
1966-67 Outstanding Law Student candidate, was elected SBA
Award of the George Washington . President last week by a wide
University Law School at the Law margin over the Service Party
Day luncheon today. Dean Robert candidate, Jay Dugan. The final
Kramer presented each of them vote tally was Gilroy--499 and
with the traditional bronze-on- Dugan--189.
walnut plaque and noted some of
Reform Alliance candidates,
the many activities that the re- sponsored chiefly by Delta Theta
cipients had been involved in Phi Law Frat~rnity, were sueduring their law school careers.
cessfUl in winning ten of the
1 ROd achieved the finals twelve offices.' In addition to
of the Spring 1965 van Vleck SBA President Gilroy, the new
competition. He worked on the SBA officers are as follows:
SBA Placement Committee. As
Day Vice President--Craig
the ActionpartySBApresidential
McCoy; Night Vice President-candidate in 1966, he ran a close Al Bass; Day Representativessecond after a strenuous cam- (3rd year) Larry
Adlerstein,
palgn,
This year he founded the Lorie Strait, and Bob Tignor;
Tennis Club. He was also an (2nd year) Ronnie Blumenthal,
active member of the Urban Con- Bruce Hart, and Maishe Snider;
ference private Rights and pub- Night
Representatives-- (4th
lie Good Committee.
year) Ted Galanthay, (3rd year)
Jim, since coming ~o GWhas Tom Kiley, (2nd year) Warren
augmented his honor grades with Sklar.
vartous law school acttvlttes,
The Service Party carried the
He was a finalist .in the Fall two offices of second year Night
1965 Van Vleck competition. He Representative, and one second
was Notes Editor of the 1966-67 year Day Representative.
Law Review and served as ActDick Gilroy led the race among
ing Editor-in-Chief for most of all perspective office holders in
the March 1967issue. He has been the number of votes polled. A
a member of the International former Spring Arbor College
Law Society all three years and (Mich.) varsity baseball and basserved as its treasurer last year. ketball player and student body
In addition, he was also on the Vice President, Dick v won his
. first staff of the Studies in Law election by a plurality of over
and Economic ,Development, the 70%.

Dickerson Upsets
Denbo, To Win
Tennis Crown
Harry Dickerson ('67) beat
No.1 seeded Jim Denbo in
straight sets last Friday to become the new Law School tennis
champion. Harry, seeded No.2
and runnerup to Jiminlast Fall's
tournament, defeated Jim, 6-1,
6-3.
_ In reaching the final round,
Harry 0 v ere a m e second-year
student Jeff Fisch in three sets
in the semi-finals.
Jim had
gained the final round with a
Victory over JohnHolden,another
second-year student.

Alum Discusses Committee For Civil Rights Under Law
SUbmitted by
RONALD T. NATALIE

entirely of lawyers, and includes to provide representation in civil of service being provided by to provide specific information
and conducting the Committee in the South. Priand advice to police departments
leading representatives of the rights cases,
seminars
in
concert
with
other
vate
lawyers,
the
organized
bar,
seeking help. The Committee
organzied
bar
and
the
legal
proNOTE: and new legal service programs
developed a program to study
Among them are the groups,
My practice is predominantly fession.
The Office in Mississippi. On of the government fulfill such pollee-community relations in
Prestdent, PreSident-Elect, and
concerned with administrative
June 1, 1965, the Lawyers' Com- needs. This is not to say that three cities, to create remedial
law in the transportation area __ eight past Presidents of the
mittee opened an office in Jack- discrimination exists only in the programs tailored to each city's
both surface and air. But it is American Bar Association; five
son, Mississippi.
Its purpose South. It is the nature of the needs, and to 'study and assess
past
Presidents
of
the
American
really qUite difficult 'to isolate
was and is to bring the national deprivation that is different in techniques. Detroit, Seattle, and
College
of
Trial
Lawyers;
the
out a parttcular topic in that area
bar directly and visibly into the the North; importantly, the en- Atlanta were chosen for the projfor brief discussion. However, President of the American Law
effort to protect constitutional vironment in which it occurs .ect, All three 'experimental proInstitute;
the
President
or
past
I also serve as Chief Consultant
rights through the .use of the legal is different __ and equally dan- grams are now underway. The
Presidents
of
more
than
half
of
to the Lawyers' Committee for
process. Jackson was chosen as gerous to law and order.
OLEA.Is funding both programs
Civil Rights Under Law, and it the State Bar Associations; two
the site because of the number
With encouragement from
and is providing. 75-100 days of
former
Attorney
Generals
of
the
occurred to me that law students
United States, and the Deans of of cases meriting attention in President Johnson, the Commit- .consulting help from IACP and
and lawyers ought to be aware
Mississippi and because' of its tee decided to launch a study the National Center for Policefifteen leading law schools.
of the progressive role that progeographic proximity to other of relations between the police Community Relations at Michigan
Because
the
Committee's
fession has undertaken in atStates of the deep South.'
and the community. Thedecision
State University.
membership
is
composed
ofleadtempting to deal with America's
Since its establishment, the brought the following telegram
The Road Ahead. During the
ers
of
national,
state,
and
local
most important domestic probMississippi office has handled, to the Committee in August, 1966. foreseeable future, the Lawyers'
bar
organizations,
it
has
enjoyed
lem.
"Your annual' meeting this year Committee will continue to pura close working relationship with approximately 2,000 cases tn-.
Formation of the Committee
sue the triad of actiVities dethe American Bar ASSOCiation volving criminal prosecutions, occurs in the midst of persisting
The Lawyers' Committee for from the beginning, and has been damage actions, desegregation of challenges to our social order. scribed. The encouragement of
.It comes as you embark on a local bar association groups and
ci-u Rights Under Law was endorsed by the ABAas the action public Instttuttons; discrimInaof new and vital program t0 f i nd l.ocallawyerstoassumeagreater
formed immediately after a White committee of the organized bar tion in employment, violation
.
election laws, unlawful actions ways of improving understanding degree of responsibility
for
HOUSE:!
meeting on June 21, 1963 in the civil rights field.
to which President John Kennedy
The Committee also has been of law enforcement officers, un- between law enforcement offi- achieving cooperation in maintaining law and order in their
invited 250 lawyers. Flanked by called upon to work closely-with constitutional legislation, misuse cials and the community.
.1 am' grateful that you are communities; the active defense
the Vice President and Attorney the Federal Government. The of Federal funds, and Violation
General, President Kennedyurg- staff of the Washington office and of a wide range of constitutional undertaking this difficult task. of helpless Victims of civil rights
It advances my earlier request prosecutions in the South;and the
ed establishment of a national Committee members have dealt rights.
committee of lawyers, independ-- periodically 'Yiththe White House,
It has been a major and con- that you deal with the problems study and development of more
ent of any particular part of the the Attorney General's office, tinuing goal of the Committee of the economically depriVed effective police-community relato encourage white lawyers in slum dwellers of our largeurban
tions programs in major urban
organized bar, who would use and Federal agencies.
their skills and influence to alleEducating and Stimulating the Mississippi to prOVidelegal rep- areas.' It also carries forward centers.'
The road ahead is. long and
viate community tensions and Bar. The Committee first con- resentation to civil rights de- recommendations made by the
fendants. There are about 2,500 White House Conference .To rockY, but crucially' important
provide legal remedies for per- centrated on an effort to assist
to our journey as a free nation.
sons denied their legal rights bar associations a r 0 u n d the white lawyers in the,State and' Fulfill These Rights.-'
by reason ofprejudice or poverty. country in educating their mem_ only six Negro attorneys.
; "Your continuing commitment The direction we should travel
President Kennedy asked
Relations with the Mississippi to stimUlate the legal profession was pointed out recently be Sobers in the growing body of ciVil
Messrs. Harrison Tweed and rights laws and in encouraging State Bar since the opening of to assume it fair share of re- licitor General Thurgood MarBernhard G. Segal to service as lawyers to take a more active the Jackson Officegenerally have sponsib1l1ty in our nationwide shall at the opening.of the 1966
the first co-chairmen ofthe new- part in developing plans and de- been good, though not intimate. search for justice is a source of·~White House Conference on civil
ly formed Committee. Both men vising methods to solve local The white Mississippi lawyer uncommon strength and hope to rights. He said:
"What is striking to me is the
served until September, 1965, civil rights problems. The Wash- frequently will not, or for eco- me. "
importance of law Indetermining
and then resigned after the Com- ington office staff, working with nomic reasons'feels that he canmittee had been well launched. members of the Committee, be- not,be associated withcivil rights
/s/LyndonB. Johnson the condition of the Negro. He
cases. Nevertheless, the Comwas effectively ensalved, not by
Whitney North Seymour, Past gan the work with bar associaPresident of the American Bar tions by developingalld distributmittee staff has been able to
Soon afterward, the Committee brute force, but by a law which
Association, and Burke Marshall, ing model programs and forums,
approach members of the Mis- held a series of conferences declared him a chattel of his masformer Assistant Attorney Gen- supplying appropriate materials,
sissippi Bar and seek adVice with the International Association ter, who was given a legal right
eral in Charge of the Civil Rights making speakers available, en- in a discreet manner.
of Police Chiefs (IACP) and the to recapture him, even in free
Division, succeeded them as co- couraging desegregation ofsouthThe Police-Community Rela- Office of Law Enforcement As- territory.
He was emancipated
chairmen at the request of Presi- ern bar associations and equal tieins Program. InthelargeurbaD
sistance (OLEA) of the U.S. De- by law, and then disfranchised and
dent Johnson.
areas of the rest of the country partment of Justice. IACPcreat- segregated by law. And, finally,
employment practices by lawyers
The Committee is composed and law firms, urging attorneys
there is no need for the type ed a national consulting service he is winning equality by law.'64
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Conference- con'l

Sen. Bayh Discusses
Amendments To Con,stitution

Senator Birch Bayh CD-Ind.) torical examples readily Illusaddressed Phi Delta Phi at a trated the real possiblllty of a
luncheon meeting last month at minority President. In response
Blackle-s House of Beef. The to a question concerning the prepersonable young Senator dis- sent popularity of President
played the senseofhumor,ablllty
Johnson, the Senator noted that
as a speaker, and ideas which the '68 elections could be a real
have helped him win the respect "horse race," and that the elecand admlratlon of his colleagues toral system would be a factor
since his election to the Senate in its outcome.
in 1962.
In fielding numerous questions
Senator Bayh's remarks pri- from his attentive audience, the
marily centered around his ac- Senator indicated that he favors
tivities as Chairman of the Senate a change in the present selecSubcommittee on Constitutional' tive service laws. He' pointed
. Amendments. Senator Bayh was out that everyone should be able
appointed to thatchatrdurfng hts to feel that every other guy
first year as a Senator, succeed- has an equal probablllty of being
ing the late Senator Estes Kefau- called into mllltary service. He
ver. It was through that office stated that it would be great if
that Senator Bayh was instru- every young person could give
mental in the authorship and some period of service of some
passage of the Twenty-fifth A- kind to his country. The Senator
mendment to the U.S. Constltu- stated that he felt that his own
tlon, which deals with Presidenexperience in the armed forces
tlal-lnablllty and filling vacan- had made' him a better man.
cles in the office of Vice-PresiAs might have been expected,
dent.
He explained some of the Senator replied with a polite
the historical background of the "No.» to a question asking him to
Amendment,andhe made interc:st- comment on the current contraing comments concerning the versy between the President and
problems involved in passing Sen. Robert Kennedy. Senator
such Important legislation with ' Bayh also noted that the economy
limited debate in the Senate, did not really appear to warrant
and in chairing the House-Senate ,a tax increase at this time. He
conference committee.
stated that the large majority
Senator Bayh 'also discussed of people in this country do not
in some detail the questions sur- really understand the advantages
rounding possible changes in the and disadvantages of deficit
electoral college system, which spending.
' .
his subcommittee is now studyThe Senator' also urged law
Ing, He particularly pointed .out students to seriously consider
the disparity between the one- a career in what he called "the
man-one-vote idea and the sys- profession of governmsnt.>
tem as it now stands. His his-

Names and telephone numbersof prospecti ve
newspaper reporters and phot~gr~phers and
contributors for the coming school year.
Please leave information in the Amicus,
Curiae mailbox in the Law School Office:
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and taxation

The Urban Poor

Private Rights Yo Public Good

Participants on the Urban Poor
panel were Sid Jones, head ofth~
Washington Planning and Housing,
Association;
NormanHlll, Industrial Union Department head
of the AFL/CIO; Bruce Terris,
of Better Homes, tnc.; and Herb
Kelsey, head of D,C. antipoverty
program's United Planning Organization.
Professors Starrs
and KUhn,both experts in landlord-tenant
and poverty law,
moderated.
The Urban Poor panel delved
into the soclo-Iegal problems of

Comprising the panel on Private Rights - Public Goodwere
the Hon, Henry W. Maier, of Milwaukee; Donald Hummel, Assistant Secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban Development; Kingman GoUld, a
land developer and attorney; and
Thomas Appelby, Director of the
Washington Land Development
AgenCy;.Professor Max Pock of .
GW Law School was the moderator.
The Private Right-Public Good

the landlord-tenant relationship.
The various. methods of neighborhood improvement and the
legal problems caused thereby
were also -examined.
Tenant
unions, rent strikes - and rent
withholding under statute and
common law, and, other remedies of tenants against uncooperative
la-ndlords
were
covered. The techniques of incorporating private tenant organizations and of how they can
borrow money for housing improvements were explained.
Role of Government
Experts in the field of urban
expansion and its legal impact
on the interrelationship. of the
various levels of government
comprised the Role of Government panel. Norman Beckman,
former director of the Executive
Advisory Committee on Intergovernmental Relations,
provided the Federal viewpoint.
Representing
private
industry was Charles
Welch of the Committee on Air
and Water Pollution of Dupont
and Co.
Co-moderators of this. panel
were Robert Lowenstein, former
professor of law at GW, and
John Stark, Executive Director
of the Joint Economic Committee
of Congress.
The panel emphasized the role
of the lawyer in' making and
executing government policy in
a nation in which concepts of the
roles of government
at the
various levels are changing. The
changes were brought about by
\ the growth of ,urban areas and
their expansion beyond city,
county , and state boundaries.
Levels of government are overlapping increasingly. Tied in
closely with
expanded urban
areas, or 'metropolitan regions'
as they are 'called, is the government fiscal dole.

EVALUATION FORUM (con~t)
throughout the two afternoon sessions. Unfortunately, the underlying problem of determining the
true value of grades received
very little attention in that the
emphasis of the discussion was
upon the particular proposals
themselves, and the proposals
themselves were implicitly inconsistent as to their underlying
philosophy. The -pass-fail-honors" suggestion indicates a de-..
sire for de-emphasis of grades in
accordance with a theory that they
are really only an informational
mechanism measuring. the effectiveness of the learning process in a particular course. The
exam grade supplementation by
voluntary extra work proposal
reflected a contrary theory -that grades should be emphasized
as an incentive system ofreward
and punishment. This latter is
quite inconsistent with the tenor.
of the forum goals and was,
significantly enough, met with
open hostility by student body,
faculty and administration alike.
What is apparent is that the current grading system creates an
illusion of a precision which
simply does not and cannot exist.

The subjective factors cannot be
eliminated even withidentification of exams by student number.
Since eventhe most conscientious
attempt to grade precisely can
give only a rough approximation of a student's level of accomplishment, it WOuldappear
that the extra effort is wasted
since no one has learned much
more than he has passed, failed
or done "honorablY- well. As
such it then would make little
difference whether or not grades
could be reviewed or whether
a particular professor -makes a
slight error in judgment since,
in all likelihood, the paper would
wind up in the same general
grouping.
probably the most important
subject 'of discussion concerned
the establishment of a permanent and officially recognized
evaluation committee to make
formal recommendations.
The
committee as proposed wouldinclude 3 faculty members appointed by the dean who would have
a veto .power over the 4 student
members.
This proposal met
with faculty objection that the

students should not be hampered
in the formulation and articulation of felt student opinion at
every step of the way, but should
be free to present pure student
proposals to a complementary
faculty committee which could
then approve or disapprove from
a strictly faculty point of view.
Secondly, the committee would
operate as a standing sub-committee of the S.B.A. If such a
committee is to be effective it
must generate student interest
and reflect general student opln- .
ion. Perhaps the best way to insure this, in addition to the conducting of general -referendums·
such as that to be held in conjunction with the general SBA
election, would be for the committee. to sponsor such a forum
as this one whenever controversial issues arise. This would at
one time keep up the student interest, insure that such student
opinion that is articulated is informed and, finally, block the
tendency of such a committee
to operate as an institution unto
itself oblivious of the body which
it claims to represent.

G. W. Campus Club
of or
other

1912 G STREET, N.W.
Established for the Purpose of Promoting
A More Enjoyable Campus Life

90266
Ie gal specIalists.

submitted
to prospective
authorization
by the job

.panel examined among other
things, the weaknesses in the
private enterprise approach to
urban renewal, and why areawide renewal is more effective
than building-by-buildlng renewal.
Some legal problems
looked .at were those involved
in condemning buildings not yet
dilapidated under right of eminent
domain; the rights oflandowners
and of redevelopers; the effects
of the leading case, Berman v,
Parker, 348 U.S. 26 (1954); and
some specific defenses for landowners in condemnation suits.
Viewed also were the problems
of "standing" to attack the urban
renewal project while it is in
progress and no final approval
has -been given, and whether individuals should be given remedies rather than leavtng matters
to the local government.
Other legal difficulties raised
were those created by the necessity of relocating displaced restdents outside their local areas.
It was pointed out that there
are problems concerning juris.diction of the various urban renewal agencies, and problems
in obtaining cooperation of people in the other neighborhoods.
The measure of damages of relocated parties was also looked
into.

Court decisions on law enforcement.
The problems of a civilIan
review board generally stem
from enforcement of. the law in
urban slums.
In these areas
Of the city, it was pointed out,
there is so much friction and
hostlllty between
police and
citizens that these factors have
been. cited as major contributions
to the "spontaneous" outbreak'
of riots in the recent past. In
such a tense atmosphere the
rights ofboth citizens and policemen require close protection and
control.
The effectiveness of
civilian review boards in coping
with these problems was extensively examined by the paneltsts,
The panel explored suggestions
for possible changes in policies
of the boards, including such
,matters as whether the boards
should place emphasis on press- ,
ing a civilian viewpoint upon
police administration to achieve
broad reforms, or merely upon
redressing civman grievances;
whether any internal reforms are
desirable, such as added powers
of independent investigation and
discipline; and whether boards
should be replaced altogether by
such measures as the ombudsman, or the leaving of criminal
and civil suits against police to
the individual.
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Ehrlich & Casey Discuss
Court Do's. And ·Dont's
of propriety by misstating the
Myron Ehrlich, noted criminal
trial lawyer in the District of facts, by suggesting statements
made with no proof offered, by
Columbia and Francis L. Casey,
a partner in the firm of Hogan arguing with the witnesses, and
by acting with a total lack of
& Hartson, discussed the "Lawyer
decorum. - The case was not
in Court," at a Phi Alpha Delta
reversed until it reached the
meeting last month. The program
part of PAD's series on the "Ins Supreme Court. InVartigv. U.S.,
an agent for a German corporaof Court," was moderated by Protion before World War n was
fessor James E. Starrs and atcharged with fradulenUy filling
tended by Judge Warren Burger,
out a required form. Inhisclosof the U. S. Court of Appeals for
ing argument,
the prosecutor
the District of Columbia Circuit,
stated among other things, "This
the initiator of the series.
is a war and a fight to the death"p
Mr. Ehrlich began the program
with a practical demonstration of The argument had no connection
to the case regarding fUling out
the proper crfminal practice for
selecting and strildng jurors. He the form properly. Again, only
then stressed the importance of the Supreme Court recognized
the error. Finally, there was the
the lawyer's appearance in court,
case of Miller v, Pate, Warden,
saying that jurors dislike lawyers
who cannot or refuse to stand and decided February of this year
sit up straight, and those whose by the Supreme Court. The case
involves a brutal rape of an 8general' appearance and general
attire is sloppy. Both jurors ana year-old victim. stained underjudges dislike the 1a w y e r who clothing was found, the stains
being type A blood according to
constantly interposes objections
Of
.during testimony. Unless there is the prosecution's chemist.
a valid reason for objecting, the course, the 8-year old victim also
had type A blood. The defendant
lawyer should keep quiet and listen. Many lawyers cannot seem to Vigorously objected and asked for
learn that when the trial judge an independent examination of the
has ruled on a point, it is final. underclothing, which the judge
The time to argue the point is on refused. Later it was determined
that the stains on the'underclothappeal and not in the courtroom.
By continuing to press the point, Ing were paint-and not blood. The
Supreme court reversed on imthe lawyer is liable to be charged
with contempt, and this has hap-. proper conduct of the prosecution.
pened many times. Another probMr. Casey emphasized the fact
lem is an inclination to argue
with the opponent's counsel. IUs that the attorney is always inidentified with the
important to remember that the timately
jUdge is in complete charge of the client's case before the jury.
In :one's'summation, he should
courtroom.
A continuing problem is in deal- . always show that he' has proved
exactly what he said he would
ing with witnesses, particularly
hostile -witnesses.
First, the prove. The lawyer should always
lawyer should never ask a 'why" address the court properly. "Good
or "how· question. Secondly, the. morning, your honor," is in bad
'If the court please" or
lawyer should make an attempt to taste.
induce the witnesses to speak up "May it please the court" are
so that all the jury can hear the the proper introductory phrases
testimony.
Thirdly, when tIM! to be used. Secondly, the lawyer
judge asks how much time-you need' should do the judge the courtesy
to argue your case, and the op- of letting him know exactly why
ponent says one hour, one should you and your client are before
not mechanically reply that he the court, who you are, and what
also needs an hour. Rather, one you are doing, especially in Moshould state only the time that tions Court. Finally, the lawyer
he needs to' avoid over arguing should remember never to adthe case.
For example, in a dress anyone in thecourstexcept
rape case, a bOyfriend was asked the judge, with very rare excepto testify regarding the complain- tions.
ing witness's reputation.
The
Another constantly recurring
boyfriend said he would testify problem with the lawyer in court
that the girl had an excellent occurs durfng the bench conferreputation.
trnrortunately, the ence. Judges are easily annoyed
prosecutor dragged out the tes- by lawyers who lean over the bar
timony to the extent that the young and fiddle with papers and other
man testified that he and the girl materials before the Judge. In
had gone to a party, had several the District of Columbia, there is
drinks, and had then gone to his always some budding radio or
home until 7:30 in the morning. electronic engineer who is trying
Needless to saY,that was the end to improve the quality of Judge
of the case for the prosectuion. Holtzoff's microphone.
JUdge
In other words, "character"
testimony is only reputation tes- ,HoItzoff usually watches until he
timon
and the.client had better cannot stand it any longer at which
y,
,time he delivers certain and
be completely pure or such tes- swift admonition fo h' h
timony will only hurt the case
' r w IC he is
, The Jencks Rule allows defense· famous.
At an~her time, one
counsel to check the witness's
lawyer actually spilled glass of
statement against his testimony
water over the judge's p3;nts leg
on the witness stand.Obviously, 3~ ~uring a bench conference. The
the prosecution is not going to JUdgewalked home and theweath, give witnesses statements to the er was bitterly co!d. One can just
defense freely. The best method imagine what the JUdgethought of
of obtaining them is to approach that lawyer while walking home.
the bench after direct examinaAs Mr. Casey said, "I forget
tlon, and tell the judge that you the outcome of that case. Finally,
need the statements and that the some lawyers seem particularly
prosecutor will not give them to prone to consumptive seizures
you. This takes only a few min- during a bench conference to
overcome the opposition's argutat
t s are
u te s an d suc h semen
.
useful weapons in defending the ments. Such tactics Just have no
ca e
effect at all, save an adverse one.
~ee
relatively recent cases
In the initial stages of the
clearly point out the difficulties
trial, the lawyer s~ould al~ays
the defense counsel may have in remember that the JUdgeand JUry
dealing with the prosecution. In did not ask to hear the case that
Burger v. US the prosecutor
you:u-e presenting, particularly,
clearly over;t~~ped the bounds the ?ry. One problem regarding
preJUdice on the part of the jury
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Patent Students

Illf

ill

SPLA Officers Elected
• ship? As to each of the categories above, during which years
is for the judge to determine,
should patent-related courses be
At
a
luncheon
meeting
at
the
not the lawyer. There is never
taken--early in the law school
any excuse for embarassing any Two Caesars restaurantAprillB,
career
or later on?
new
officers
for
the
Student
Patent
juror.
For example, if the case
"To what extent are patent
involves an auto collision via Law Association were .elected:
students too specialized? What'
Laurence Pretty - President
drunk driving, One should notask
.can be done to increase their
Harold Huberfield - vice- presthe jury -All alcoholics raise
. participation. in legal aid, law'
your hands, now.· Rather, the ident;
day activities, and the like. How
Jeff Mednick - Treasurer
jUry should be asked if for any
desirable
would it be for SPLA
Al
Newman
Secretary
reason they think they can decide
Stan Weinberg - SBA Repreprofessional meetings to include
the case fai!ly if a question
,speakers from other fields of
regarding alcohol is raised •. One sentative
law?
should never attempt to discipline
Mr. C. Marshall Dann, assis• C ou 1d SPLA assist in rewitnesses. If the witness is nontant chief patent counsel for Du- cruitment through contacts with
responsive,
he deserves the
pont Company spoke on -The Cortechnical vocational advisers at
benefit of the doubt the first
porate
Aspects
of
Patent
Law.·
members'
undergraduate
time.
After the second non-'
schools? By publishingapamphresponsive answer, one should
A Proposal
let broadly 'outlingthe professort of woefully glance at the
sion, and job opportunities in
jUdge. The judge should not be
SPLA,
under
the
leadership
of
the Washington area? By comasked to instruct the witness to
answer the question' until all else the new officers, ought to take a paz:ing .patent opportunities at
hard look at patent law study here.
G.W. and at other area law
fails. The lawyer should rememA committee allied with SPLAor
schools?
ber that witnesses, especially
within
its
framework
should
pub• Could SPLA professionally
hostile witnesses, s h 0 u 1d be
benefit working patent students
"killed with kindness.· The hos- licize the 1a w school's traditionally formidable patent capa- by encouraging patent examiners
tile witness will hang himself
and those ·on the outside" in
every time when kindness is used. bility ,point up seemingdeficienthe exchange of information on
cies,
informally
advise
patent
The lawyer should always avoid
attitudes
and p r a c ti c e s? How
stu
den
t
s
vocationally
and
in
jurors as if they each hav~ buhelpful would such exchange be
bonic plague. The lawyer 'should scheduling matters, assist in renot be seen ever by the jury out- cruitment, and in· other ways when now-pending patent legisside the courtroom. For example, turn the organization's energy lation emerges from Congress?
Should SPLA study and compare
if you smoke in the halls during inward on the law school, Why
relative financial and other adrecess, and aju!'ol'
sees you, not follow the lead of the'sBA
vantages of employment with the
Evaluation
Committee?
you may lose your case merely
Some of the questions that such Patent Office, law firms, and inbecause that juror does not apdustry?
a committee might answer are:
prove of people who smoke.
• To what extent are the basic
• Could areaSPLA'sworkwith
Unethical tricks are never ap- patent,
anti-trust,
and unfair the Patent Office Society assist
preciated in court. These include . trade courses taken to the ex- in establishing educational tax
such tactics as asking the judge clusionof so-called bar courses?
deductions for 1a w s c h 0 0 1 exto excuse jurors who have tickets
How easily can omissions of the pense?
to the ball game, and flashing a latter be cured by bar review
• Could the SPLA assist the
picture of the client's bloody courses?
SBA Evaluation Committee in
Which of the basic
stump of a leg under the jury's
patent-oriented courses are most pro bin g scheduling and other
nose before offering it as evi- valuable to the patent examiner,
problems peculiar to the night
dence. If the evidence is questo the searcher, and to the patent student?
tionable,ask
the judge first if it prosecutor during· his law study?
• How can SPLA better serve
is admissible in a bench conferWhich are most valuable afterthe patent student, the law school
ence. , Another harmful tactic wards? Which are necessary to and the profession?
Hopefully
is to call the witness at 3:00 P.M. the student engaged in Van Vleck SPLA's new officers will make
when everyone is' tired. Justice
pat e n t competition, bound for that cietermination and act on it.
is done by proper scheduling of graduate patent study, or workcomplex testimony.
ing-toward law review or a clerkTom Kiley

During the final argument, the
lawyer' should carefully observe
his time limit. If the judge has
to interrupt your argument because you' are out of time, your
case may be destroyed. Finally,
phony compliments regarding the
juror's intelligence or the judge's
intelligence should be avoided
as well as personal opinions of
your client's case.
Once the
yerdict is in, don't run over and
console the opposition's attorney
and thank the jury. Rather, go
home immediately, and later tell
your client what a tough case it
was to win.
Judge Burger asked what one
should do with a disagreeable
judge. The advice was to treat
such a judge like a most favorite
uncle. If buttering him up will
not help, there isn't much you
can do. As for following testimony, Mr. Ehrlich advised the
development of a good memory
while Mr. Casey said one should
take prolific notes. Both agreed
that the United states Courthouse
was well designed to avoid contact
of lawyers and jurors, but the
General Sessions courthouse was
so poorly designed that constant
intermingling occurs. It was suggested that all attorneys be
dressed distinctively to avoid the
contact problem, but Mr. Casey
responded that "a suit of clothes
and a white hanky do not an
Ehrlich make.·
In closing, Judge Burger com-

plimented Messrs. Ehrlich and
Casey as high quality professionals.
He wished that all
lawyers could be trained in proper courtroom decorum.

Kaller And Kramer Win
Van Vleck Competition
The team of paul Kaller and
Bruce Kramer defeated the team
of Michael Hausfeld and Marshall
SOider in the spring Van Vleck
Competition final held Friday,
April 28th in the Law School.
The judges for the final round
were the Hon. Oliver Gasch, U.S.
District Court Judge for the District of Columbia, Mr. David Kinney, a Virginia negligence attorney, and Prof. O'Toole of
Georgetown Law Center.
The teams argued two questions: 'whether there exists a

duty to aid another in distress,
and whether there can be recovery where the defendant's
negligence causes only mental
disturbance.· The winning appellant team argued these questions'
in the affirmative.
Judge Gasch dissented from
his two colleagues on the bench
saying Ifhad been an "extremely
close" decision, which he .sald
might have gone the other way
had his felloW judges been as
old as he and a little less
"liberal" •
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